Fashionable Fabric

Lydia wants to sell some fabric and share the money with the poor. Help her out by designing some cloth. Use any patterns that look great to you! Then color in the whole picture.
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Are hue Purple?
Lydia was a dealer in purple cloth. She knew what all sorts of purple shades look like. Have you ever seen paint swatches? They show all shades and hues of colors. Use purple crayons, colored pencils, markers, paints, and other art supplies to fill in these swatches with color. Then try naming them! (A few color names are on the first swatch to get you started.)
Lydia’s Perfect Pattern

When the disciples visited, Lydia was busy making fabric. She was so amazed and astounded by their news that she lost her place in the pattern! Can you help her by filling in the blanks for each of these patterns?
Lydia’s Perfect Pattern Solution
When the disciples visited, Lydia was busy making fabric. She was so amazed and astounded by their news that she lost her place in the pattern! Can you help her by filling in the blanks for each of these patterns?